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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To allow the system to acquire CM viewing

information via a television monitor.

SOLUTION: The system is provided with Each viewer has a recording

body to view an article information broadcast via a television monitor,

and a decoder connecting to the television monitor to make recording

and reading, and the recording body has a commercial viewing data

recording section accumulatingly recording commercial view data* Each

viewer purchases an article of a commercial request enterprise with a

privilege in response to the commercial viewing data accumulatingly

recorded its own recording body. Furthermore, purchase orders from

each viewer are collected for each article and the result is sent to each

commercial request enterprise, then the correlation between the

commercial viewing result and the demand is grasped.
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[0001]

[Technical field of the invention] The present invention relates to a distribution system

using an interactive media network.

[0017] A CM request enterprise requests the center to make CMs for advertising their

merchandise.

[0020] Computers are provided to each CM request enterprise, to the center and to each

CATV company to make possible interactive transmissions between each CM request

enterprise and the center and between the center and each CATV company through

telecommunication lines and optical fibers, etc. Moreover, an interactive transmission

between the center and viewers becomes possible through CATV companies,

[0021] Thus-decided CMs are distributed to each home through cables from CATV

companies with related programs and are broadcast on TV monitors provided to each

home,

[0022] A point card decoder (PCD) is connected to each TV monitor. Each viewer

owns an IC card having an ID and a credit payment function and the IC card is always

inserted into the PCD connected to the TV monitor to be watched when watching CMs

broadcast from the TV monitor.

[0023] Each IC card has a CM viewing data recording section that adds and records the

CM viewing data for each piece of merchandise (or each piece of merchandise of a CM
request enterprise). The PCD adds and records new data to the CM viewing data

recording section for the merchandise of the IC card inserted into the PCD.

[0024] The CM data recorded in the CM viewing data recording section in the IC card

contains the number of times the CM has been viewed, the viewing time, the viewing

length of time, the program, or the channel code, etc.

[0025] In addition, in the IC card, personal information (age, sex, address, etc.) about

the viewer who owns the card is recorded beforehand. In addition, in the IC card, a

credit function for making payments of orders placed in the TV shopping system



described below is equipped.

[0026] Moreover, in this system, personal information such as the accumulated data of

CM viewing, etc. for each piece of merchandise recorded in the inserted IC card can be

confirmed by inputting the security data by the viewer and displaying the personal

information on the TV monitor.

[0027] Furthermore, it is possible for each CATV company to obtain the CM viewing

record broadcast at the request ofCM request enterprises in real time using interactive

communication on a cable TV network. Therefore, it is possible for the center

receiving this record to analyze viewing records for each viewer and each CM and to

provide the record to each CM request enterprise as personal information that can be

used in marketing, etc.

[0028] The system of the present application is preferred to be established in

conjunction with a TV shopping system and one example is shown in Fig, 1. The

arrow indicated in Fig. 1 shows the work flow of a case in which TV shopping is

performed in the system.

[0029] CATV companies provide necessary merchandise information to each viewer so

that they can perform TV shopping through a CATV network. Each viewer can call up

and display information about the merchandise he or she wants to purchase on the TV

monitor according to their needs and purchase the merchandise by referring to the

information. Generally, the merchandise provided by the CM is the target merchandise

of the TV shopping; however, it is possible to expand the target merchandise to pieces

of merchandise of the same kind or to pieces of merchandise from the same enterprise.

[0030] For viewers who purchase specific merchandise through TV shopping, by

placing the purchase order in a state with their IC card inserted into the PCD, the

discount according to the accumulated data recorded for the merchandise in the CM

viewing data recording section is automatically applied. That is, until the upper limit

of the benefit set as required is reached, the merchandise can be purchased at a lower

price if more conditions such as the number of times a CM has been viewed and the

time-of-day set by CM request enterprises are met. It should be noted that to the

benefit to be provided on the basis of the CM viewing data, a certain upper limit can be

set. In addition, without limiting the benefit at the time of purchase to the merchandise,



it is also possible to arbitrarily expand and apply the benefit at the time of purchase to a

certain range of merchandise of the same kind or to merchandise from the same

enterprise, etc., based on the decisions made by a CM request enterprises.

[0031] Since the IC card contains a credit function, merchandise can be purchased using

the credit fianction. As for the credit clearance service, the same applies when an

existing well-known credit card is used. Therefore, the explanation of this is skipped,

[0032] Merchandise orders from viewers are collected in a certain cycle in CATV

companies and the collection data is sent to the center The center requests credit

companies to confirm each viewer's credit history (balance), and after receiving the

confirmation, the data of the merchandise is sent to the CM request enterprise. The

CM request enterprise that received the merchandise collection data reports to the

viewer on an as-needed basis, the confirmation of the reception of order through the

center and the CATV company after confirming the availability of the merchandise.

The ordered merchandise is delivered to the viewer from the distribution center that

received the request from the CM request enterprise that received the order.

[0033] In addition, not only can merchandise be ordered and distributed through TV

shopping, but it is also possible to purchase merchandise at shops equipped with PCDs

that subscribe to a CATV network or at retail stores ofCM request enterprises equipped

with PCDs, after actually seeing the merchandise in the store. In this case, by inserting

an user's own IC card into the PCD, the discount according to the CM viewing data

accumulated and recorded for the merchandise is applied.

[0034] The CM viewing rates (the number of viewing times) sent from CATV

companies are collected for each viewer (home) and provided to CM request enterprises

of the merchandise as data from the center. In a similar way, CM request enterprises

obtain collection data for each piece of merchandise. By analyzing these data for

specific objects (certain age group, sex, occupation and area, etc.), a correlation between

the CM of each piece of merchandise and the demand is clarified and prompt and

appropriate planning and execution of marketing, order placement, demand, production

and distribution, etc. can be performed.
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